Modelica is an object-oriented language for modeling of large and heterogeneous physical systems. Typical applications include mechatronic models in automotive and aerospace applications involving mechanical, electrical and hydraulic subsystems as well as control systems. Modeling of an ideal diode and Coulomb friction is discussed to illustrate the unique hybrid features of Modelica. The language has been designed to allow tools to generate efficient code automatically. Approaches supported by the Dynamic Modeling Laboratory Dymola from Dynasim are presented. Real-time simulation of an automatic gearbox is discussed t o demonstrate the power of symbolic manipulation. A gearbox is inherently hybrid, since the structure varies during each gearshift. Friction is also an important phenomenon. It takes Dymola only a few seconds to translate a Modelica model of an automatic gearbox with 11 switching elements into efficient simulation code. A 500 MHz DEC alpha processor from dSPACE evaluates one Euler step including a possible mode switch in less than 0.18 ms.
Introduction
ModelicaTM is a uniform object-oriented language for modeling of physical systems. It is a modern language built on non-causal modeling with mathematical equations and object-oriented constructs to facilitate reuse of modeling knowledge in order to support effective library development and model exchange. The features of Modelica to model continuous-time systems described by differential-algebraic equations, DAEh, are discussed in [4, 6, 101. The hybrid features are discussed in 1111. For details about the Modelica project, see http://www.Modelica.org/. Here the focus is on the hybrid features to model variable structure systems and on approaches for efficient simulation. Modeling of an ideal diode and Coulomb friction and simulation of systems involving such components are illustrated. Real-time simulation of automatic gearboxes is discussed to demonstrate the power of symbolic manipulation.
Hybrid Modeling in Modelica
For continuous-time systems, object-oriented modeling languages like Dymola, gPROMS, Modelica and Omola, are based on the same principle: using DAEs t o mathematically describe model components. For discrete event systems this is different, because there does not exist a single widely accepted description form. Instead, many formalisms are available, e.g., finite automata, Petri nets, statecharts, sequential function charts, DEW, logical circuits, difference equations, CSP, process-oriented languages that are all suited for particular application areas. In Modelica the central property is the usage of synchronous differential, algebraic and discrete equations [ll]. The idea of using the synchronous data flow principle in the context of hybrid systems was introduced in [5] . For pure discrete event systems, the same principle is utilized in synchronous languages [SI such as SattLine [3] , Lustre [9] and Signal [7] , in order to arrive at safe implementations of real-time systems and for verification purposes. If a physical component is modeled detailed enough, there are usually no discontinuities in the system. When neglecting some "fast" dynamics, in order t o reduce simulation time and modeling effort, discontinuities appear in a physical model. As a typical example, consider the diode shown in Figure 1 . If the detailed switching behavior is neglectable with regards to other modeling effects, it is often sufficient to use the ideal diode characteristic, which typically gives a simulation speedup of 1 t o 2 order of magnitudes.
It is straightforward to model the real diode characteristic in the left part of Figure 1 This problem can be solved by recognizing that a curve can also be described in a parameterized form U = U ( . ) and i = i(s) by introducing a curve parameter s. This description form is more general and allows us to describe an ideal diode uniquely in a declarative way. For the ideal diode we get the equations shown in Figure 2 . The set of equations is easily understandable, in particular if it comes with a plot of the ideal diode characterstic with the indicated s-parameterization. Moreover, it a unique, mathematical description of the ideal diode and contains no algorithm. It is possible to write the ideal diode in a declarative form without using the idea of s-
However, it is more difficult to understand.
A s-parameter model of an ideal GTO thyristor is similar t o the diode model, but uses the equation "off = s < 0 or not fire" and for an ideal thyristor use "off = s < 0 or pre(ofn and not fire", where pre(r) is the leR limit, x(t-) of a variable x at time t.
The technique of parameterized curve descriptions was introduced in [l] and a series of related papers.
However, no proposal was yet given how to actually implement such models in a numerically sound way. In Modelica the (new) solution method follows log- 
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ically because the equation based system naturally leads to a system of mixed continuous/discrete equations which have to be solved a t event instants.
Efficient Simulation
Approaches to efficient simulation of hybrid models will now be discussed. These are supported by the Dynamic Modeling Laboratory, Dymola (21.
In order to get a better understanding, let us discuss simulation of the simple rectifier circuit in Figure The first 5 equations are coupled and build a system of equations in the 5 unknowns: off, s, U , u1 and io.
The remaining assignment statements leads to the state derivative Vg.
Continuous simulation and event detection
During continuous integration the Boolean variables, i.e., o f f , are fixed and the Boolean equations (1.1) are not evaluated. However, to be able to detect when Boolean values are to be changed, all relations involving continuous time variables are extracted and converted to crossing functions (here ti) which the solver monitors during continuous integration. When any crosses zero, the solver calculates the crossing time and halts the integration. This is the standard approach to handle discontinuities properly. 
Tearing
Algebraic loops can be solved in various ways during the continuous integration. It is advantageous to reduce the size of the problem sent to a numerical solver. It is easy to solve for the variables U, io and u1 from (1.2-1.4) and calculate a residual for the remaining equation (1.5), when s is known. A numerical solver need only to consider the unknown s. This approach is called tearing. Let z represent the unknowns to be solved from the equation system; the components of z include unknown derivatives and unknown algebraic variables. The idea of tearing is to partition z into two parts z1 and z2 such that
where L is lower triangular with constant, nonzero diagonal. A numerical solver needs then only consider z2 as unknown, because it is simple to calculate the residual 6 = f~( L -l f i ( z 2 ) ,~2 )
when z2 is given. The aim is of course to make the number of components of z2 as small as possible. It is an NP-complete problem to find the minimum. However, there are fast heuristic approaches to find good partitionings of z.
If the equations are linear, they can be written as 
Individual simulation code for modes
Algebraic loops are inherent for variable structure systems. For a specific mode, these may reduce or fall a part because its has more structural zeros. Reconsider the equation system (1.2-1.5). Inspection shows that the structure of the problem depends critically on the value of off. If off is fixed to false or true, the algebraic loop degenerates and it is trivial to solve the equation system symbolically into a sequence of assignments:
if not of then
Mixed equation systems
At an event instant, the equations (1.1-1.5) constitute a mixed system having Real and Boolean unknowns.
Dymola solves such problems provided that for each Boolean unknown there is an equation which in fact is an assignment for it. Dymola solves the real unknowns in usual ways and fix point iterates over the Boolean unknowns. Our experiences of the approach is good. The alternative of substituting the Boolean variables to get a continuous non-linear problem has bad numerical properties.
Code optimization
To improve efficiency, Dymola pre-evaluates expressions and sectionizes code to prevent multiple evaluations of expressions that are constant during a simulation run and to minimize the number of expressions to evaluate during continuous time integration. Dymola also searches for common subexpression and generates code for analytic Jacobians.
Friction
The simulation of components with ideal switch elements becomes difficult, if switching results in an index change of the DAE, i.e., if the number of states is changing. A typical example is Coulomb friction where this situation is present even in the most simple case. To concentrate on the essentials, first the simplified friction element in Figure 4 is discussed.
The friction force f acts between two surfaces, see right part of Figure 4 , and is a linear function of the relative velocity U between the friction surfaces when the surfaces are sliding relative to each other. When the relative velocity becomes zero, the two surfaces are stuck to each other and the friction force is no longer a function of U. The element starts sliding again if the fkiction force becomes larger than the maximum static friction force fo. This element can also be described as a parameterized curve 
where m is the mass of the block and u ( t ) is the given driving force. If the element is in its forward sliding mode, i.e., s 2 1, this model is described by
which can be easily transformed into state space form with U as the state. If the block becomes stuck,
i.e., -1 5 s 5 1, the equation U = 0 becomes active and therefore U can no longer be a state, i.e., an DAE index change takes place. Besides the difficulty to handle the DAF: index change, there is a more serious problem: Assume that the block is stuck and that s becomes greater than one. Before the event occurs, s 5 1 and U = 0; a t the event instant s > 1 because this relation is the event triggering condition. The element switches into the forward sliding mode where U is a state which is initialized with its last value U = 0. Since U is a state, s is computed from U via s := U + 1, resulting in s = 1, i.e., the relation s > 1 becomes false and the element switches back into the stuck mode. In other words, it is never possible t o switch into the forward sliding mode. Taking numerical errors into account, the situation is even worse. The key to the solution is the observation that U = 0 in the stuck mode and when forward sliding starts, but U > 0 when sliding starts and U = 0 in the stuck mode, see Figure 5 . Since the friction characteristic in Figure 5 for U = 0 is no functional relationship, a parameterized curve description with a new curve parameter sa leads for U = 0 to the equations startFor = s a > 1; startBack = sa < -1; At zero velocity, these equations and the equation of the block (2) form a mixed continuous/discrete set of equations which has to be solved a t event instants. The velocity U is kept as a state in all switching configurations. When switching from sliding to stuck mode, the velocity is small or zero. Since the derivative of the constraint equation d = 0 is fulfilled in the stuck mode, the velocity remains small even if U = 0 is not explicitly taken into account. Thus, U is small but may have any sign when switching from stuck to sliding mode; if the friction element starts to slide, say in the forward direction, one has to wait until the velocity is really positive, before switching to forward mode. (Even for exact calculation without numerical errors a "waiting" phase is necessary, because U = 0 when sliding starts.) Since d > 0, this wiIl occur after a small time period. This "waiting" procedure is described by the state machine The equations in the mixed system are evaluated based on the value of "mode" when the event occurred, i.e., on pre(mode). After the new sliding or stuck mode is determined by the solution of a mixed set of continuous/discrete equations, the new value of mode is computed by the last equation which is just a direct mapping of the state machine. It is now easy to model more general friction elements as in Figure 6 where the sliding friction force has a nonlinear characteristic and jumps from fmax to fo when sliding starts. The element equations of the simple friction element need only two changes: (1) the linear equation of the sliding friction force has to be replaced by an appropriate relationship and (2) using peak = fmax/fo 2 1, the sliding conditions have to be modified to s t a r t F o r = gre(mode)==Stuck and startBack = gre(mode)==Stuck and (sa>peak or g r e ( s t a r t F o r ) and sa>l);
(sa<-peak o r g r e ( s t a r t B a c k ) and sa<-1) ; Control is performed mostly by an electronic control unit, ECU, which generates the gearshift signals. Fine tuning of the ECU and the switching elements is essential to optimize gearshift comfort. In order to speed up the development cycle, it is natural to use simulation. However, the ECU is a proprietary component. The vendors do not provide any ECU models. Hardware-in-the-loop, HIL, simulation must be used, where the setup consists of the ECU hardware and a real-time simulation of all other components interacting dynamically with it. This requires very efficient simulation. A typical gearbox ECU sampling time is 1D ms implying that the simulation needs to produce values each 1 ms or faster. The resulting mathematical model is a mixed system of Boolean equations and differential-algebraic equations with hundreds of unknown variables. There are no general-purpose solvers for such problems. There are numerical DAE solvers, which could be used to solve the continuous part, but they are a t least 100 times too slow. The traditional approach has been to manually manipulate the model equations for each mode of operation and exploit special features to generate efficient code for numerical solution. Dymola automates all this work and generates efficient code.
Real-Time Simulation
The model in Figure 7 has five clutches (C4, C5, C6, C8, C11 and C12). Below we report results from a more complex model having 11 clutches. It is a gearbox model used by a major automotive company. The execution times are given for a 500 MHz DEC alpha processor from dSPACE. Please, note that this is not an extreme computing power today. It is actually available in modern PCs.
Dymola's BLT partitioning procedure finds that the gearbox model with 11 clutches has an algebraic loop including 212 unknowns. However, many of the involved are trivial connection equations of the form u1 = u 2 , which are easy to exploit for elimination giving an equation system with 55 unknowns. Tearing reduces the size of the equation system that has to be solved numerically to 23 unknowns, which is a considerable reduction. However, it is not enough for real-time simulation. Using Euler forward integration method and LU-factorization to solve the linear systems of equations, this simulation code needs more than 2ms to produce output values. The numerical solution of the equation system takes is the major part to produce new values, because Euler forward method is very simple integration scheme. The situation can be improved a bit by fixing all parameter values a t translation time. Dymola can then reduce the size of the equation system that has to be solved numerically to 14 unknowns, but the execution time needed is still too long.
The gearbox model has varying structure depending on whether the clutches are sliding and not. This fact can be utilized and special code generated for each individual mode. The model in Figure 7 has five switching elements (C4, C5, C6, C8, C11 and C12), which means that there are 26 = 64 possible configurations of the systems. It is indeed possible to treat all the 64 cases individually. However, the gearbox discussed with 11 clutches has 211 = 2048 possible configurations. Fortunately, it turns out that for typical drive cycles only 10 to 30 modes are active. Dymola includes a facility to find out which variables shall be considered to define a mode. Off-line simulations are run to find out which configurations are active, Dymola logs and outputs a list of the active modes after the simulation. The list is fed back to Dymola to be used in the next translation of the model. When the translation procedure has done the tearing and as a result have obtained the equation system of size 14, the translator generates special code for each used combination of clutch locking combina- 
Conclusions
Modeling of variable structure models in Modelica has been discussed and illustrated for ideal diodes and Coulomb friction. Approaches to efficient simulations have been outlined and the power of symbolic manipulation as supported by Dymola has been demonstrated for a real industrial application.
